THE FISHING GAME

Equipment:

- 4 posts with ring eyes.
- 4 lengths of string for the main fishing hook.
- 1 block with large hook underneath - the fishing hook!
- 4 or more blocks with large eye hooks – the fish!

The Game:

1. Hammer the posts in a square about 8 to 10 feet apart – this is the ‘fishing lake’.
2. Spread the blocks with eyes upwards around the inside of the ‘fishing lake’.
3. Team of 4 contestants manoeuvre the string to try to hook the fish and reel them in.
4. Set a time limit, about 5 to 8 minutes, and see how many ‘fish’ they can catch.

Rules:

Not many but ensure competitors handle the strings from outside the fishing lake and not touch or pull the string from beyond the metal eye it goes through.

If ‘fish’ is dropped while being reeled in, it must be returned to the lake.